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GROHE: Design That Flows

GROHE products are unique art pieces in themselves. The first sanitary manufacturer to be
awarded red dot:  “design team of  the year” in 2011/2012 since the award’s  inception in
1988, GROHE joins the ranks of previous winners such as BMW, Bose, Audi and Apple to
be part of the highest accolade in the field of product design. 

Whether you’re an interior  designer,  architect  or  developer,  GROHE’s sanitary products,
which includes designer faucets, luxury shower systems and bathtubs can be the focal point
of any bathroom or kitchen, accentuating the works that you propose to your clients. In this
article, we will show you how you can use GROHE products to add a creative flow to any
interior space and bring out your design concepts.

GROHE’s Complete Bathroom Solutions

GROHE’s bathroom solutions such as faucets, shower systems and bathtubs are a flawless
blend of  award-winning design,  premium materials and the latest technologies.  Be it  the
authentic design that is inspired by classic architecture, the clean and sleek cosmopolitan
design that everyone loves, or their contemporary range with timeless design and practical
features,  the  wide  variety  of  choices  will  definitely  cater  to  your  client’s  interior  style
preferences and bring out the best in your design. 



The Art of Minimalism with Lineare 

Minimalism is  all  about  achieving  better  design  through  simplicity,  be  it  in  form,  space,
materiality or colours. If your client’s preference is minimalist with a relaxed, honest style,
GROHE’s Lineare under the Cosmopolitan range is your best choice. Minimal and reduced
to  only  the  necessary  elements  to  achieve  the  thinnest  possible  look  but  with  perfect
functionality,  this range focuses on a combination of cylindrical  and rectangular  forms to
create a beautiful and harmonious work of art for your client’s bathroom. 

Bringing a Touch of Nature to Your Home 

If  you  want  to  bring  the  outdoors  into  your  client’s  home with  a  nature-themed space,
GROHE’s Eurostyle or Eurostyle New under their Contemporary line that includes luxury
shower systems, vessel and shower basins, bathtubs, bidets and basic mixers are elegant
pieces of art that would sit in beautifully with your chic home design. Each piece’s organic
design and natural aesthetic will add to the peace and quiet of your client’s home, and all
that’s left to do is to wainscot the room in oak, place leafy, potted plants and a piece or two
of outdoor furniture around to turn the bathroom into a green, nature-inspired oasis.  

Creating a World of Luxury in Your Own Home - GROHE Spa® Collections 

Some clients might desire their own luxurious wellness spas,
and you can easily help them create one with GROHE’s spa
collections  designed  specially  to  bring  that  perfect  spa
experience to their bathrooms. No matter your design style,
GROHE’s spa products can blend in seamlessly with your
inspiration, whether it’s a Japanese onsen, a Scandinavian
spa,  a  Finnish  sauna  or  an  authentic  Turkish  bath
experience and enhance your bathroom experience.
 
Collections such as the GROHE Grandera, Allure Brilliant,
Allure, Veris, Atrio, Atrio Classic and F-digital Deluxe can be
customised accordingly to your client’s character or way of
living. For instance, for the technologically savvy customer
who appreciates speed and values their time, the F-digital
Deluxe will be a good addition to his home. It uses wireless
Bluetooth technology that let him control all module functions
in his spa such as coloured LED lights, music or the intensity
of the steam, all at the touch of a button on his mobile phone. 

The GROHE Atrio Classic collection, on the other hand, brings a touch of nostalgic with its
classic design and timeless spa materials. Choose from two handle styles - Ypsilon tri-spoke
handles or elegant Jota lever handles, perfect for that client who values form and function in
their home. 

To find out what else GROHE has to offer, check out: https://www.grohe.sg/

https://www.grohe.sg/

